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• Can TDA methods increase the predictive accuracy of 
traditional machine learning algorithms to improve initial 
MDAP PM Ratings for Cost?
o H0: Traditional machine learning algorithms (neural network, random 
forest, recursive partitioning, and SVM) have higher predictive accuracy 
when combined with TDA in at least 70% of nodes for training and 
testing sets. 
o Ha: Traditional machine learning algorithms (neural network, random 
forest, recursive partitioning, SVM) have higher predictive accuracy 





• ADA is developing machine learning models to assist in prioritizing 
which MDAPs need to be included in program assessments
• Literature and anecdotal evidence illustrate that TDA can improve 
the prediction accuracy of machine learning algorithms at the local 
level vice the global level
• Based on promising results of TDA usage, the purpose of this 
research is to determine the feasibility of integrating TDA with 
machine learning algorithms to understand the underlying topology 
of DAES data and to more accurately predict future MDAP PM 
ratings. 
• Specifically, can TDA be used in conjunction with traditional 






Mathematical method used to study 
shape of data. Types of TDA 
Methods
o Persistent Homology
 Captures births and deaths of of 
features over time
o Mapper Algorithm (Used for 
analysis in this briefing)
 Graphically visualize topology 
using networks
 components













• Conduct traditional supervised machine learning on the DAES 
data set by setting the PM Rating Cost variable as the 
dependent (target) variable and set average sentiment, 
schedule variables, and unit cost variables as the 
independent variables for classification.
o Measure Accuracy of each method without conjunction of TDA
• Use Mapper Algorithm in R to conduct TDA 
o Use Kernel Distance Estimator as filter function
o Output TDA network graph
o Use data  from all 10 nodes of the output TDA network to 
conduct traditional machine learning techniques based on TDA 
implementation. Can be thought of as localized machine learning 
of rows of data at specified nodes.
o Measure accuracy of each traditional method on the 10 nodes in 
conjunction with TDA 
Unclassified
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Analysis (TDA Mapper Algorithm 
Implemented)
Resulting Mapper Algorithm 
Node information
Resulting Mapper Algorithm Network 
Topology of DAES Input Data Cloud 













• 80% of all training and testing models have improved accuracy when used 
in conjunction with TDA
• 85% of the training models from traditional machine learning methods 
produced improved accuracy when used in conjunction with TDA vice using 
the traditional methods independently
o Random Forest model improved in 40% of the training nodes
o All other models improved in 100% of the training nodes
• 75% of the testing models from traditional machine learning methods 
produced improved accuracy when used in conjunction with TDA
o Random Forest model improved accuracy 0% of the TDA produced testing nodes
o All other models improved accuracy 100% of the TDA produced training nodes
• Weaker learners improved in training and testing accuracy while the 
strongest learner (Random forest) decreased by 0.4%-6.2% accuracy in 
testing performance when used with TDA. 
• May be a point of diminishing returns on increased accuracy if models 
already perform at 98% accuracy




• Based on the results of the analysis in 80% of training and testing 
cases, we can fail to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that 
traditional machine learning algorithms (recursive partitioning, 
support vector machine, and neural networks) have higher predictive 
accuracy when combined with TDA 
• Random Forest algorithm only model that does not improve with 
TDA Mapper implementation in all cases
• Machine learning at the local network group level appears to 
improve classifier performance than if done solely at the global level. 
• Use TDA in other acquisition use cases when implementing 
machine learning models
Unclassified
